We report the realization of an entangled quantum superposition of M ∼ 12 photons by a high gain, quantum-injected optical parametric amplification.
Since the golden years of quantum mechanics the interference of classically distinguishable quantum states, first epitomized by the famous "Schroedinger-Cat" Apologue [1] has been the object of extensive theoretical studies and recognized as a major conceptual paradigm of physics [2] . In modern times the sciences of quantum information (QI) and quantum computation deal precisely with collective processes involving a multiplicity of interfering states, generally mutually entangled and rapidly de-phased by decoherence [3] .
In many respects the implementation of this intriguing classical-quantum condition represents today an unsolved problem in spite of recent successful studies carried out mostly with atoms and ions [4, 5] . The present work reports on a virtually decoherence-free scheme based on the quantum-injected optical parametric amplification (QI-OPA) of a single photon in a quantum superposition state of polarization (π), i.e. a π − encoded qubit [6, 7] .
Conceptually, the method consists of transferring the well accessible condition of quantum superposition of a single photon qubit, N = 1, to a mesoscopic, i.e., multi-photon amplified state M >> 1, here referred to as a "mesoscopic qubit" (M-qubit). This can be done by injecting in the QI-OPA the 1-photon qubit, α |H + β |V , here expressed in terms of two orthogonal π−states, e.g. horizontal and vertical linear π: |H , |V . In virtue of the general information preserving property of the OPA, the generated state is found to be entangled and to keep the same superposition character and the interfering properties of the injected qubit [6] . Since the present scheme realizes the deterministic 1 → M universal optimal quantum cloning machine (UOQCM), i.e. able to copy optimally any unknown input qubit into M >> 1 copies with the same "fidelity", the output state will be necessarily affected by squeezed-vacuum noise arising from the input vacuum field.
Let's refer to the apparatus: Fig. 1 . The active element was a nonlinear (NL) crystal slab (BBO: β−barium borate), 1.5 mm thick cut for Type II phase-matching, able to generate by spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) − → π -entangled photons pairs. The OPA intrinsic phase was set as to generate by SPDC singlet states on the output modes, a condition assuring the universality of the present cloning transformation [6, [8] [9] [10] .The excitation source was a Ti:Sa Coherent MIRA mode-locked laser further amplified by a Ti-Sa regenerative REGA device (A) operating with pulse duration 180f s at a repetition rate 250kHz, average power 1W . By (A) the OPA nonlinear (NL) "gain" g was enhanced by a factor ≃ 17 respect to earlier experiments [8] [9] [10] . The output beam, frequency doubled by second harmonic generation (SHG) provided the excitation beam with UV wavelength (wl) λ P = 397.5nm and energy per pulse E HG U V = 1µJ. The "seed" photons pairs were emitted, with a coherence time ≈ 500f s, by a OPA process acting towards the right hand side (r.h.s.) of Fig.1 with equal wl's λ = 795nm over two spatial modes −k 1 and −k 2 owing to a SPDC process excited by the UV beam associated with mode −k p with wl λ p . The UV beam was back-reflected over the mode k p onto the NL crystal by a spherical mirror 
In virtue of the nonlocal correlation acting on the "seed" modes −k 1 and −k 2 , the input qubit was prepared on mode k 1 in the pure Let's re-write |Ψ in in terms of Fock product states:
, 0, 0, 0 ; |V k1 = |0, 1, 0, 0 , accounting for 1 photon on the input k 1 with different orthogonal − → π ′ s and vacuum on the input k 2 . It evolves into the output state |Ψ = U |Ψ in according to the main OPA unitary U process [10] . The output state ρ = (|Ψ Ψ|) over the modes k 1 , k 2 of the QI-OPA apparatus is found to be expressed by the M-qubit:
where:
γ ij √ j + 1 |i, j + 1, j, i , being g the NL gain [8] . These interfering entangled, multi-
represented by the operators:
Hence the pure state |Ψ is a quantum superposition of two multi-photon pure states and bears the same superposition properties of the injected qubit. In addition, it is highly significant in the present context to consider the output pure state of the overall apparatus, including the "trigger" that enters in the dynamics through the Bell state |Φ − −k2,k1 . The state |Σ , commonly referred to as the "Schroedinger Cat State" [11] , expresses the entanglement of all output modes k 1 , k 2 and −k 2 , thus eliciting a peculiar cause-effect dynamics within the overall "closed" system:
In the pictorial context of the Cat apologue, |Σ expresses the correlations established within the "closed box" between the "microscopic" state of the decaying particle that triggers the release of the deadly poison and the "macroscopic" state of the threatened animal [1, 2] . The entanglement entropy E(|Σ ) of ρ ′ ≡ |Σ Σ| is expressed by the Von Neuman entropy of either the −k 2 or OP A subsystem: [12, 10] . The maximal attainable value is E(|Σ ) = 1 for the output bipartite system.
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The experimental investigation of the multiphoton superposition and entanglement implied by Eqs 1, 2 was carried out by means of the T i , T T devices according to a "loss method" first applied to SPDC by [13] . The beams associated with the output modes k i (i=1, 2) were highly attenuated to the single-photon level by the two low transmittivity BS's (At) in Fig.1 .
Since the bipartite entanglement affecting the multiphoton k i , (i=1, 2) also implies a correlation of the single photons detected on either modes and since it is impossible to create or enhance entanglement by local operations, e.g. by the loss mechanism acting over each mode, the entanglement detected at the single-photon level over k i , (i=1, 2) necessarily implies the same property to affect the same modes in the multi-photon condition. In agreement with the "loss method" we investigated by two different QST experiments the reduced density matrices ρ and ρ ′ , i.e. the single-photon counterparts of the pure, multi-photon states ρ and on the overall experiment will be given in a forthcoming comprehensive paper [14] . In order to carry out the calculations properly, the maximum value of the "gain" g exp and of the overall quantum efficiencies η i of the detection apparatuses acting on k i (i = 1, 2) were measured. It was found: g exp = 1.19 ± 0.05 and η 1 =(4.9 ± 0.2)%; η 2 =(4.2 ± 0.2)%.
Let us now address the main goal of the present work, i.e. the detection and characterization of the output states. The interference (IF) character of the output field implied by the quantum superposition character of the input qubit |Ψ in = 2 −1/2 (|H + e iϕ |V ) was detected simultaneously in the basis |± ≡ 2 −1/2 (|H ±|V ) over the output "cloning" mode, . By setting g=Γ=0 the effective visibility of the input qubit was measured: V in ≈ 87%. The V−value for the k 2 mode V 2 =(13 ± 1)% should be compared with the theoretical: V th 2 = 33% [6] . These discrepancies are attributed to unavoidable walk-off effects in the NL slab spoiling the critical superposition of the injection and pump pulses in the bi-refringent active region. In the quantum-injected HG regime, the overall average number of the stimulated emission photons per pulse over k i (i=1, 2) was found, M = (11.1 ± 1.3), a result consistent with the value of g measured by an entirely different experiment. Precisely, the average number of photons generated on the cloning mode was: M C = 6.1 ± 0.9 and the average "fidelity", obtained by the corresponding Vvalue on the same mode, was:
g → ∞ and Γ → 1, the "fringe visibility" and the "fidelity" attain the asymptotic values 
In Fig. 2-a was found to disappear in absence of the injection qubit (rhombo marks in Fig.1-inset ) [14] . The application to all ρ matrices shown in Fig.2 
-b of the Peres-Horodecki Positive
Partial Transpose (P P T ) criterion ensures the non-separability of the reduced state ρ and then necessarily of the corresponding "true" multiphoton output state ρ, as said [15, 13] .
Indeed the minimal eigenvalue of the transpose of the "theoretical" matrices ρ th of Fig. 2-a was found negative, λ min =−0.046, a result reproduced by all ρ exp reported in Fig. 2-b . For instance for ρ exp determined by |Ψ in = |− it was found: λ=−0.014±0.0025 for g exp ∼ 1.19.
Let's turn our attention to the state ρ ′ correlating all output modes: Fig. 3-b . The QST reconstruction was achieved by the devices T T , T i again with a large fidelity: F (ρ ′ exp , ρ ′th )= (85.0 ± 1.1)%. The quantum superposition of the output state is expressed here by the off-diagonal elements of both matrices: ρ ′th , ρ ′ exp . Once again, the nonseparability of ρ ′ for the bipartite system −k 2 and {k 1 , k 2 } was proved by the PPT method, a sufficient criterion for 3-qubit mixed states. Again, the minimal eigenvalue of the transpose of both matrices A striking property of the present system is its extreme resilience to de-coherence as shown by the interference patterns of Fig.1 [3] . Consequently, unlike other systems involving atoms or superconductors [4, 5] the mesoscopic superposition is directly accessible at the output of the apparatus at normal, i.e."room", temperature (T). This lucky result is partially attributed to the minimum Hilbert-Schmidt (d) "distance" on the phase-space of the interfering states realized here: [16] . Since in our system the de-coherence can only be determined by stray reflection losses on the single output surface of the NL crystal, a number of photons in the range (10 2 ÷ 10 3 ) could be easily excited in quantum superposition. The limited, i.e. optimal, distinguishability of the mesoscopic states is attributed to our single particle, cloningwise π−measurement method. However, the exact distinguishability implied by the orthogonality of |Ψ H and |Ψ V could be possibly attained if any POVM identifying in a cumulative fashion all M particles involved in the 7 interference could be found.
In summary, we have demonstrated the quantum interference of mesoscopic, orthonormal, pure states in agreement with the original Schroedinger's proposal [1] and with our quantum theoretical results, Eqs.1, 2. In the near future, the adoption of "periodic-poled" nonlinearities is expected to further increase g by a factor ≥ 2 and then the value of M by at least an order of magnitude. On a conceptual side our system is expected to open a new trend of studies on the persistence of the validity of crucial laws of quantum mechanics for entangled mixed-state systems of increasing complexity [4] , on the realization of GHZ processes and on the violation of Bell inequalities in the multi-particles regime [17] . In addition, our method may suggest a plausible signal-amplification model for the establishment of collective coherence effects in complex biological systems at normal T, e.g. within the search of any non-computable physical process in the self-conscious brain [18] . We thank Marco 
